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Dear Parents and Carers,
The summer term is well under way and
the warmer weather has meant students
have been able to take advantage of our
extensive fields at break times and in PE
lessons staff are leading lessons using the
athletics track, football pitches and cricket
facilities to develop students' sporting
skills. As always it has been our pleasure to

work with students through another busy half term.
You will see a flavour of the activities and achievements in our
newsletter, including our annual ski trip, the Heroes visit to the
Amex stadium as part of the Humanutopia conference and a visit
from the ‘GSUS’ live bus where we welcomed colleagues from
Christian Schools Workers Hastings. I hope you also enjoy the
coverage of the numerous sporting achievements of the term, 
so far.
The exam season has started well. Students have already taken a
number of GCSE and A Level examinations. Their commitment to
preparing for the tests is commendable and obvious through their
attendance at additional lessons before and after school as well as
on weekends. There will also be a revision school available to
students during the half term break. Details of the weekly revision
sessions and the half term arrangements are on our website. Once
the season is complete results will be available to students towards

the end of August - AS and A2 will be 13th August with GCSE
results on 20th August. We wish all our students well and are all
looking forward to the Prom events planned for later next month.
We were delighted to welcome Miss King back to our Maths
department, this month. Miss King left the academy last summer 
for a sabbatical year. We are extremely pleased to have her back
with us.
Thank you to all the families that were able to attend our parents
evenings this half term. Next half term we will be publishing end of
year reports for students, which will detail their attainment and
progress for the year as well as important guidance for their return
to studies in September.  As usual, please do not hesitate to contact
us if you would like to discuss any aspect of your child’s progress.
Plans for the end of term are in progress and I will be in touch
later on in June to invite you to our sports events as well as year
group celebration assemblies which will mark the fantastic
achievements students have made in and out of the classroom.
I take this chance to wish you a pleasant break and thank you for
your ongoing support - by working together we will ensure the
best possible education for our students. We look forward to
welcoming them back to the academy on Monday 1 June 2015.
Yours sincerely, 
Daniel Hatley, Principal

Welcome

The Ark William Parker Academy (AWPA)
Year 10 football team were victorious in the
District Cup Final against Cavendish School. It
was a tightly contested game which went to
extra time, but Ark William Parker edged out
their opponents by one goal. 
In the first half AWPA started well and had
good possession, controlling the game
without creating many clear cut chances. Dan
Simons made an excellent save tipping the
ball onto the bar to keep the scores level. 
In the second half AWPA created better
chances and went close through Lewis
Palmer, Cameron Harding and Sonny
Dullaway. Neither team was able to break the
deadlock and the game headed into extra
time. With players tiring, chances were limited
and the game looked to be heading to
penalties when Harry Hale popped up with
the winner, forcing the ball underneath the
goalkeeper, with seconds left on the clock. 
The season has been a successful one for the
squad, remaining unbeaten in the District
Cup, defeating Claverham, St Leonards, Bexhill
High and Bishop Bell on route to the final.

The squad also reached the last 16 of
the Sussex Cup and lost in the 4th
round of the National Cup on
penalties. Congratulations to all the
boys for their hard work and effort
throughout the season. 
Squad; Dan Simmons, Tom Climpson ,
Tom Benford, Sam Astell, Sonny Dullaway,
Lewis Neech, Lewis Palmer, Luke Quinell,
Adam Gerken, Alfie Finch, Ben Tudor,
Cameron Harding, Harry Hale, Harry
Martin, Dan Ryan and Zak Boutwood.

Victory in the
District Cup
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On Friday, 15th May fourteen of our gifted
athletes displayed great determination to
secure 2nd place in the English Schools
Track and Field Cup for East Sussex. 
Year 9 and 10 students participated in the
event, at the K2 Leisure Centre in Crawley;
they finished behind Cardinal Newman
Catholic School. Each of the students
competed in two events where the time,
distance or height in the event equated to a
number of points. All the boys
demonstrated an excellent attitude
throughout, in what was a very high
standard of athletics. In particular, Will

Badrock (High Jump), Ben Chegwin
(Discuss), Sam Kamara (200m), Lewis
Palmer (800m) and Adam Pearson (300m)
performed well and scored good points. 
Mr. Eldridge, PE teacher, said, “Our students
represented themselves and the academy
extremely well; they contributed to a high
standard of athletics against some strong
athletes with many of the boys recording
personal bests in events. We only missed
out on 1st place by 15 points, so this was a
fantastic effort and we look forward to
Town Sports in June."

2nd place in ESAA Track and Field Cup

Year 7s at Ark William Parker Academy
celebrated the 45th anniversary of Earth
Day by learning about Biodiversity and the
effect humans have on the environment.
The students took different soil samples to
look at the acidity of the earth around the
local area. They also collected insect
samples, by drawing them up through tubes,
to see how even the smallest creatures play
a role in our environment.

Callum Gladstone said, “I found out that the
soil in our area has no acidity which is good
for plants and animals.”
Kyle Churchman said, “I learned that it is
important to explore nature and how we
can change it.”
Thomas Buss said, “ I had fun going outside
and learning about plants and insects and
how the soil can change them; it was one of
our best lessons.”

Learning how to make Hastings
greener on Earth Day

Preparing for the BBQ
Year 10 BTEC Construction students
have concreted a base upon which
they are going to build a barbecue.
They are learning a number of skills,
within construction, that will enable
them to progress to college and have
a better understanding of where
there future may lie.

Ducklings come to school!
Once again, we have been lucky
enough to have our female duck
return to the nature garden in the
school to raise her brood of
ducklings. This year she hatched 14
baby ducks all of whom appeared
about two weeks ago. Sadly, one
duckling did not survive, but we still
have 13 beautiful ducklings who have
been enjoying the warm sunshine,
exploring the garden area and making
good use of the pond. 
They are very hungry ducklings and
like mashed up boiled eggs, lettuce,
kale and of course their special
duckling feed. They have learned, very
quickly, where the food comes from;
in the morning, they line up on the
step and wait eagerly for breakfast. At
other times they splash and scramble
out of the pond as soon as they hear
someone unlocking the door!
Over the next few months, our
students will continue to take
pleasure in watching the ducklings
grow and play. Once the little
ducklings are fully developed, which
will be some time in July, they will
leave us and probably go to
Alexandra Park. We feel privileged
that the mother duck chooses to
return to our school every year to
raise her family



There were high spirits on an arduous 22 hour
trek through France, Belgium, Luxembourg,
Germany and Austria. 
The journey was made by forty-one excited
students, along with their teachers, from Ark 6th
Form, Ark William Parker and Helenswood
Academies. They were visiting the picturesque
slopes of Alpendorf in Austria, for their 2015 ski
trip. 
After a day of rest, the students emerged
refreshed and ready for their first day of skiing.
The advanced skiers found the first day much
easier than Mr Lyons, a novice, who fell several
(at least 10) times on the first morning; thankfully
he picked it up as the day went on.  Mr Morgans
struggled with a snow plough and caused one or
two crashes; not the only ones that happened
that week.  
Congratulations to Tom Climpson who ended the
week as the 2nd fastest beginner of the entire ski
school.  The snowboarders, led by Year 12 Arash
Khallagi and James Blything proudly announced
their victory in the end of week freestyle, but
were brought back down to earth with 2nd and
3rd at the awards presentation. A great team
effort which also included Tom Powell, Charlie
Bruton and Matt Hough. 
Much fun and camaraderie ensued throughout
the week.  The boys beat the girls at bowling, but
were no match for the teachers, of course! In the
heated outdoor swimming pool everyone took
advantage of the chance to have a swim; nothing
was lost by anyone, except for one year 10
student who managed to lose a whole locker! 
Everybody who attended was a credit to the
academy and their families and a thoroughly
enjoyable trip was had by all.  The Austria Ski trip
remains one of the best weeks in the school
calendar and this week was no exception. 

Fun and camaraderie
on the ski trip
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Heavenly Cup Cakes
The Year 7 enrichment baking club
initially started off with just one
student; it has quickly grown in size
and is so popular, there is now a
waiting list. The club gives students
the opportunity to have fun in a
social and supportive environment,
where they can make new friends,
whilst learning an important life skill. 
This term they have enjoyed making
a range of appetizing goodies, such as
sausage rolls, pizza and brownies;
they have also learned how to pipe
icing on cupcakes. 
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Students from Ark 6th Form East Sussex
have been participating in an engineering
project as part of the Engineering and
Education Scheme run by Engineering
Development Trust (EDT) in conjunction
with University of Brighton STEM Sussex.
They have been working in collaboration
with General Dynamics UK, an international
aerospace and defence company. 
Every year planes get damaged, caused by
their wings colliding whilst parking. This
costs the airline industry millions every year.
Students were tasked with finding a method
that allowed pilots to be alerted if their
wing span was at risk of touching another
plane. They were given a brief to design,
manufacture and test a motorised vehicle
capable of detecting obstacles and alerting
the operator to their presence.  
The students started their project last

October and have
met with General
Dynamics every week
after school to work
on it.  They went to Canterbury Christ
Church University on a residential stay to
make the components.  Once there, they
were able to use the engineering facilities
and get advice from lecturers and
technicians; they also met students already
on courses  and attended a social evening. 
The students attended the University of
Brighton where they were presented with
their Gold Crest Award at the end of the
day. This is the highest award available under
the Crest; universities give added value to
applications from students who take part,
and it is the only non-academic qualification,
apart from Duke of Edinburgh Award, which
is recognised on a UCAS application.

Parking sensors for aeroplanes?

The flags are out 
On St George’s Day, students were
amazed when they were met by an
array of bunting and flags in the
academy’s dining area. Special St
George’s Day cakes and muffins were
on offer, along with delicious Victoria
sponge and traditional sausages and
mash. Catering staff joined in the
spirit of the day by wearing fun red
and white themed accessories which
led to plenty of beaming smiles all
round.

Food at ARK William Parker Dining is
provided by Accent Catering, who have a
‘freshly cooked from top quality raw
ingredients’ approach, and is freshly made,
every day, by the onsite catering team. 
Our menus offer a wide variety of choices:
a daily “theme” dish from around the world,
including Chinese inspired pork stir fry with
noodles; classic Italian lasagne and the ever
popular traditional British baked fish and
chips on Fridays. There are plenty of healthy

choices, like our homemade yoghurt and
fruit pots, salad boxes and cut fruit bags. We
also offer filled jacket potatoes and a range
of filled sandwiches, baguettes and rolls that
are made fresh every day, plus a range of
homemade flapjacks, brownies and cookies.
The three week menu cycle is ever evolving,
and can be found on our website at
www.arkwilliamparkeracademy.org
Food is also available at break time
for our free school meal students. 

AWP Dining
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Christian Schools Workers Hastings parked
the 'GSUS Live' bus at Ark William Parker
Academy for 5 days.
The 'bus', which is actually a trailer, is an
interactive experience which gives students
the opportunity to explore issues of fear,
rejection and forgiveness within a Christian
context; it is an interactive digital
programme where students consider moral
dilemmas.
On entering the bus, students received 3D
glasses to enable them to view an
introductory video and identify 3 words
that would appear on screen: fear, rejection
and forgiveness.  
Afterwards, they watched in amazement as
individual computer screens automatically
rose from the desks, ready for the next
stage. The students were given a choice of
scenarios to further explore: Ben, whose
brother had run away after stealing from
the home; Kylie, who felt she could not visit
her friend in hospital, as her Nan had
recently died in hospital and Jack who has
recently started to be bullied and was
worried about going to school. Students
participated enthusiastically in the

interactive presentation of the scenarios;
they had to think about how either Ben,
Kylie or Jack should respond and advise
them accordingly.  
When asked what they liked about the bus,
one student said, 'It's great! Just come in
here.'  Another said, "I really like the music."
and one made a comment that there could
have been more about Jesus!
The 'GSUS Live' bus is an extraordinary
resource; the students were tremendously
responsive to both the presentation and the
issues. There will be a follow-up lesson to
reflect upon the issues raised.

GSUS visits Ark William Parker

To Learn, or not to learn:
that is the question:
Year 8 students commemorated
Shakespeare’s birthday with a serious
discussion and debate on whether his
work should still be taught in schools
today.  
The debate was heated, as some felt
that his work is outdated and difficult
to understand.  They also argued that
students should focus on works that
are modern and can be related to
their own lives.  
On the other hand, other students
argued that Shakespeare should be
taught and were horrified at the
thought of losing the chance to learn
about one of England’s most famous
writers.  They believe that his plays
easily translate into modern day
situations, as can be seen by the
more than 400 film adaptations of his
plays; they pointed out that it is
Shakespeare who has shaped much of
modern day literature and is an
important part of English history.  
The class reached the conclusion that
it is important to continue to study
the Bard; he is responsible for
inventing a lot of the English language
and, for that reason alone, it is
important that we continue to teach
and learn about Shakespeare. 

The Year 11 motor vehicle group have been busy working on a
Honda Shadow 1100cc motorcycle over the last few months. 
The motorcycle was brought in as a complete wreck and, as
requested by the owner, has been rebuilt and redesigned in an
“American Bob” style. The project has taken around 40 hours
of time, at sporadic intervals, and is
near completion; the work carried out,
so far, has included; stripping and 
re-spraying the whole bike; adding
graphics; changing the headlights;
converting it to a solo seat and rerouting
the exhaust to enhance power. 
The students really enjoyed working on
the motorcycle and playing a part in its
transformation; they have also learned
many new skills in the process.

An American Bob in the making White Ribbon Appeal 
Year 12 students listened intently to
the emotive content that launched
the White Ribbon Appeal; Penny Beal
a mother who had herself suffered
domestic violence talked the
students through her heart-breaking
story of watching her own daughter
suffer in an abusive relationship that
culminated in her daughter’s death at
the hands of her abuser. The terrible
ordeal that Penny Beal and her
daughter had endured ensured that
the focus of the White Ribbon
Appeal, which strives to end violence
against women, was personal and
real for the Year 12 listeners.



Cross Country - KS3
1st place Saxon 20 points
2nd place Saunders 15 points
3rd place Becket 10 points
4th place Parker 5 points

Cross Country - KS4
1st place Parker 20 points
2nd place Becket 15 points
3rd place Saxon 10 points
4th place Saunders 5 points

Freestyle Gym
1st place Saxon 20 points
2nd place Parker 15 points
3rd place Becket 10 points
4th place Saunders 5 points

House
Results

2nd place Parker 905 points

Overall House Summary
1st place Saunders 920 points

2nd place Parker 905 points

3rd place Saxon 885 points

4th place Becket 880 points

Indoor Football
Indoor Football was another huge success,
with many boys representing their Houses.
In a very competitive, but jovial
environment, some close, great games of
football were played. Every boy should be
proud of his performance. 
Cross Country
There was a great turn out for the cross
country event on a warm evening after
school. On seeing the incredibly long and
difficult route, which Mr Sully had set up
around the track and surrounding banks, a
few boys may have regretted their decision
to compete. They did, however, power
through to gain valuable points for their
respective Houses.  After being told to pace
themselves and think about race tactics a
few boys decided the best strategy was to
set off at a pace resembling Usain Bolt’s

100m record... needless to say, they didn’t
manage to continue at that pace for the
whole course! A big congratulations to Jack
Brazier (Year 8 Saxon) and Ryan Morrissy
(Year 9 Parker) for being crowned
champions. Well done to all involved!
With one term to go, it is very close in the
overall leader board with all still to play for.

House update!

Football - Keystage 3
1st place Saxon 20 points
2nd place Parker 15 points
3rd place Becket 10 points
3rd place Saunders 10 points

Football - Keystage 4
1st place Saunders 20 points
2nd place Becket 15 points
3rd place Parker 10 points
4th place Saxon 5 points
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On Wednesday, 13th May our Year 7 boys
joined forces with girls from Helenswood
Academy to take part in a Super Sixes
Athletics event at St Leonards Academy. 
The students were required to take part in
one track event - either the 100m, 200m or
800m - as well as a field event such as Shot
Putt, Long Jump or Vortex Throw. Seven
schools participated in the competition,
which allowed two competitors from each
school to take part in each activity; the event
ended with a mixed relay. 
All our students performed well in their
respective activities; in particular, Jack De
Angelis who came 2nd in the long jump.
Overall Ark William Parker/Helenswood
finished in 5th place with St Richard's
winning the overall competition. 
Well done to all our students who took part.

A good performance at Super Sixes AthleticsPrimary School Cricket
Tournament
On Friday, 15th May, a number of
Year 8 students assisted with the
running of the East Sussex Primary
School Cricket Tournament. 
Hamish Russell, a Sussex Community
Coach, said the boys were a credit to
themselves and the academy and
they should be extremely proud of
their achievements on the day. A big
well done to Ben Steadman, Samuel
Adams, James Vidler, Alex Plummer,
Jack Mackay, Kian Moynes, Richie
Davis, Hamza Husain and Liam
Tibbutt. 
The Primary Schools had a brilliant
time!



Excellent effort in the
first game of the year 
The Year 7 Rugby team recently
participated in their first
competitive games of the year - a
seven-a-side triangular tournament
with St Leonards Academy and
Bexhill High. After months of
practice the students were able to
put this into action and
demonstrate the skills they had
acquired. 
The first match, against Bexhill High,
was very tight; we managed to make
the pressure count and David
Towner opened the scoring with
the first try. The game followed a
similar pattern, but the visitors were
able to score 2 tries, with the 2nd
being with the last play of the game,
which meant we were defeated 
10-5. 
In the second match, against 
St Leonards, we were still feeling
the effects of the first game; we
conceded two early tries, which
made things difficult for us.
Undeterred, Rhys Bartlett went
over the line with a clever piece of
play to reduce the deficit.  After the
break, despite good pressure, we
conceded a third try.  George
Hughes scored a try, after good
teamwork, to take the score to 
15-10 and that’s how the game
finished. The team showed excellent
effort throughout and applied
themselves fantastically well. 
Squad; Teddy Rabbetts, Tyrone Guy,
David Towner, Ryan May, Rhys Bartlett,
Carter Baldwin , Harry Cote, George
Hughes, Faris Farraj and Ruhan Ahmed.

Year 11 study sessions
Subject study sessions for Year 11
students will be running throughout
the half term holidays.
For further details and the
timetable, please visit our website at
www.arkwilliamparkeracademy.org
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On the evening of Thursday, 26th
March the Language and Culture
classes at ARK William Parker held
a Fiesta evening. During the term,
students in Year 7, 8 and 9
prepared for the Fiesta within their
classes; they learned about diverse
Hispanic fiestas and celebrations;
how to write Spanish invitations
and create artwork that reflected
traditional Hispanic decorations. In
addition to this, many students opted
to participate in facilitating games,
preparing food and serving parents
who attended the event. 
Ms. Berube, Language and Cultures teacher,
said, “The goal of the evening was to foster
a sense of responsibility and pride in the
students, while furthering their engagement
in learning more about Hispanic cultures as
well as cooking and catering. I think we
accomplished this.”
“It was fun to see people outside of
school.” stated Kourosh Afshari.
“I liked being trusted to prepare food.”
added Connor Simpson. 
Each student chose their area of
responsibility for the event in their classes
and took on ownership of completing these

responsibilities. One student who was in
charge of coordinating the games, Scott
Clarke, added “I felt like I was a
businessman in charge of a project.” 
Harry Bennett agreed and summarised the
experience by saying, “Overall it was a great
and fun way of learning more about Spanish
culture.” 
Ms. Berube would like to thank Ms.
Lombard for her efforts in organising the
cooking side of the evening as well as 
Ms. Pfendt and Mr. Martin for
assisting in supervising
proceedings.

Fun and food
at the Fiesta!

On the 16th April Year 10 Heroes
participated in the Humanutopia conference
at the Brighton Amex stadium.
Humanutopia run programmes in schools to
engage students with their learning
environment. The programme our students
support are the ‘Who Are You?’ sessions,
which help young people overcome the
barriers they face to unlock their full
potential.
At Brighton ten of our students supported
the Humanutopia team in the delivery of
sessions for ‘Be the Change!’ - an
inspirational careers event. During the day

the students had to speak to various guests
about Humanutopia and the Heroes’ goals
and aims. They spent time explaining how
the principles
and procedures
of the
Humanutopia
approach to
personal
development are
implemented at
Ark William
Parker Academy.

Heroes at the Amex Stadium



Give your views on Parent View
Parent View gives you the chance to say what you think about your son’s
school. By sharing your views, you’ll be helping us to improve. You will also
be able to see what other parents have said about ARK William Parker
Academy.  Visit https://parentview.ofsted.gov.uk

www.arkwilliamparkeracademy.org
ARK William Parker Academy . Parkstone Road . Hastings . East Sussex . TN34 2NT . Tel. 01424 439888 . Fax. 01424 448292
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Artists of the Month. 
Daniel Gale and Craig Maclean,  Year 11  
The title of artist of the
month is shared by two
students, Daniel and
Craig, who have both
shown real dedication
to their exam project;
the results are fantastic.
Craig’s work can be
seen in the top row,
and Daniel’s is below.
Both boys chose the
theme of ‘Mixed media’
for their exam title. The
end result is a series of
screen-printed portraits
with different patterns
and textures. The prints
show clear inspiration
from two artists they
researched: Andy
Warhol and Robert
Rauschenberg.
Well done!

On the 15th April Student Ambassadors
from the University of Sussex provided
some excellent first hand advice to our Year
12 students on things to consider when
choosing a course at university. The
Ambassadors represented a range of
disciplines and were at various stages of
their university careers. The Year 12s were
eager to find out as much as possible about
potential courses and career paths and
regaled the Ambassadors with a plethora of
questions at the end of the session.

Hot on the heels of this visit, Year 12
students reciprocated by attending the
annual UCAS Convention at the Falmer
Campus on 21st April. Universities from all
over the country were represented, all
offering prospectuses as well as a whole
host of freebies: pens, bags, badges and
balloons. Our sixth form students returned
to Hastings with greater knowledge as to
the courses universities have to offer and
with bulging bags of enticing goodies.

University of Sussex events
A brave fight back by
Year 8 team
The Year 8 football team at ARK
William Parker Academy won
through to the semi final of the
District Cup football competition by
securing second place in the
Hastings A League. Victories against
St Leonards Academy and Bexhill
Academy meant they would go on
to play Claverham in a title decider.
They went on to play the winner of
the Eastbourne league and valiantly
bowed out of the District Cup after
an agonising defeat at the hands of a
very strong Causeway team. 
William Parker entered the match
as underdogs as Causeway are the
reigning County champions and have
produced some impressive displays
so far this season. The game started
with Causeway playing some very
good football and raced into a 3-0
lead by half time.
After the break William Parker
raised their game and pressed
Causeway into making some
mistakes and this resulted in Nathan
Crouch making it 3-1. William
Parker continued to work hard and
defend well. Tom Dearle managed to
force the Causeway goalkeeper into
making a mistake giving him an open
goal to score into making it 3-2. This
set up a very agonising last few
minutes but unfortunately there
wasn't enough time to grab an
equaliser.
Manager Graham Morris said, "It
was an excellent fightback from
being 3-0 down at half time and if
there was an extra 5 minutes we
may have got an equaliser."
Team - Jay Pepper, Cameron Woodley,
Finley Page, Ollie Gain, Warren Pethig,
Alex Plummer, Jaden Gerrish, Kian
Moynes, Nathan Crouch, Tom Dearle,
Richie Davis, Noah Adams, Bean
Steadman and Josh Hamer.


